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Guidelines for
Communication

All field-radio units must be compatible with equipment at
the command post. The receiver must repeat all important
messages to the transmitter. No unit shall assume that any
message was received by any other units. Each unit in the
field should contact the command post every half hour and
provide a situation update. When transmitting, hold the an-
tenna vertically, depress the transmit button for one second
and begin speaking.

Security over the radio is important. Do not use any of the
personnel’s names andneverstate the subject’s name, instead
always use “subject(s)”.

If the subject is found, immediately switch to the alternate
frequency and inform the command post. If the subject is
deceasedneverstate that over the radio, simply repeat “the
subject has been found”. All messages must be professional,
concise, specific, never derogatory, never about death, and if
sensitive issues need broadcasting, use code-words. Some
established radio frequencies for SAR are below. All of the
scene-specific frequencies will be distributed at the command
post prior to the search. These scene-specific frequencies are
to be kept confidential and will change with every search.

+ Coast Guard 156.8 (ch 16), 157.05 9 (ch 21), 156.8
(ch 22) & 157.15 (ch 23)

Whistles and Sirens Whistles are a useful back-up device and can carry up to a
mile. The standard signals are discussed in Chapter 1.

Communicating
Confidential and Medical

Information

Never transmit private, medical, or other information that you
or the subject do not want the public to know. A list of medical
codes for transmitting sensitive information over the air is
often confusing and prone to misinterpretation. If the subject
requires immediate medical assistance, state only that over
the radio. If the person is deceased, state the person has been
found and that the team requires evacuation assistance. If the
person is okay, simply state the person has been found and is
returning to the command post (or wherever).
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Amateur Radio
Emergency Service

SAR relies heavily upon Amateur Radio Emergency Service
(ARES) for communication. ARES capabilities include fur-
nishing a command post/communications vehicle, a net
controller, ham radio-equipped members ready to enter the
field, communication with other agencies, scanning of all
important frequencies, and providing specific information
regarding communications. ARES is an adjunct to local ham
groups and provides communications for a variety of events.
A special handout details the responsibilities of the ARES net
controller and is available from local ARES groups.

Net Control The Communications Controller is in charge of running the
net. Net control is located at the command post and must
always have direct access to the Search Manager and the
command staff.  He must abide  by the  “communications
checklist” found in the ARES guidebooks. Net control moni-
tors all significant frequencies, usually with several radios,
each dedicated to a specific frequency, and with the group’s
scanner. Net control has priority over all but emergency
transmissions.

ARES Field Operator Each ARES operator on a team is dedicated to communica-
tions and is prepared to enter the field. He is to continually
monitor only the specified primary frequency(ies), not the
alternates. He is not to search, navigate, or perform other
duties. He is to repeat exactly the comments to and from the
command post. He is to update the command post on the
team’s location and status every 10 to 15 minutes. When the
subject is found, the operator immediately switches to the
alternate frequency. Always maintain confidentiality. On a
team, the radio operator’s supervisor is the team leader.
Additional information is available from the ARES leader.

Net Procedures The purpose of the net is to provide smooth and controlled
communications during a search. Additional tasks specific to
a search will be assigned during the pre-search or communi-
cations briefing. The net relies upon several frequencies; the
check-in, scene-specific primary, an alternate, and local re-
peaters, as backup. When an operator comes within range of
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net control (be it via the check-in frequency or a repeater) he
must check-in with net control. When checking in, provide
your call sign (slowly), your name, and request instructions.
Continue to monitor the check-in frequency. Proceed to the
staging area, unless otherwise instructed, and receive the
pre-search briefing. The staging area will provide the basic
search information and team organization. After briefing,
operators will receive additional communication instructions.
If not, contact net control for additional information. During
the search, each radio operator must continually monitor the
primary frequency (not the others) and regularly check-in,
approximately every 15 minutes. When calling net control,
state the team number/name “Team 3", wait for a “go ahead
team 3", and then transmit the message followed by the
operator’s callsign. Net control will close the transmission
with the communication controller’s callsign. If control
doesn’t respond, try again in a minute. If that fails, attempt to
contact another unit. If that fails, switch to another frequency
(usually a repeater). If that fails, check the radio for problems,
and move to a higher/ more favorable location. If contact
cannot be made, continue the assigned mission if it can be
completed in less that an hour then immediately return to the
command post. If an emergency arises and net control cannot
be contacted, use the auto patch by dialing ‘*911’ and request-
ing assistance. If the subject is found, immediately and
without warning switch over the alternate frequency and
inform net control. Report the subject’s condition (according
to the above procedures) and describe the location in detail.
Assistance will be immediately sent to the subject using the
primary frequency.

Types of Field
Communications

There are many types of portable field-communication radio
devices available. It is important to know the benefits and
limitations of the various units available to you. The follow-
ing section is a brief summary of the various devices available
for portable-field communications.

Amateur Radio This is the most common radio in SAR. It is also the core of
ARES operations. Almost all of the radios and accessories in
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this area have a frequency around 145 MHz. One 440 MHz
repeater is available. Used with repeaters, ‘hams’ provide the
best coverage of any small, lightweight communication de-
vice commonly available. The Keweenaw has many different
145 MHz repeaters and one is almost always within range.

Some provide auto patch capabilities (you can connect to the
phone system). A license is required and you must pass a
written test about radio technology and theory. Morse code
is only required for higher licenses.

Radios run from $100 (used), $250 (new) and up to $1,000
for the advanced models. Some models contain the ability to
transceive on 145 Mhz, 440 Mhz, and/or coast guard/po-
lice/fire/commercial frequencies. A variety of antennas are
available; the flexible rubber types are good for the field;
telescoping or portable j-poles, portable long-distance; large
arrays, fixed stations. Extra batteries are a must and portable
chargers are recommended. Amateur radios can be used by
anyone in an emergency; however, searches are not consid-
ered an emergency by the FCC. They can levy $100,000 fines.

Packet Radio Packet radio uses the amateur radio frequencies to transmit
and receive “packets” of information to different stations.
These packets are text messages, somewhat like e-mail, that
can be sent to one or all stations that are within range, or
within range of a repeater. SAR has not yet used packet radio;
but in the future, a large search may require its capabilities.

Packet has been used on many large-scale disasters. In some
areas, packet is gaining popularity. A setup consists of a radio
with antenna, a small computer, and a TNC device (similar
to a modem).

CB Radio CBs are relatively inexpensive ($50), and have no monthly
fees or required licenses. It is highly uncertain you will be
able to contact anyone with one, since a CB radio’s range is
very limited (about a mile—1.5 kilometers) and are affected
by the terrain. The radios are quite heavy and the antennas are
large and delicate.
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Cellular Phone Cellular phones have not yet been used in SAR, but with
greater range, more users, and lower prices, SAR may start
using them. They are the easiest to use and do not require a
license but they are expensive; monthly fees are high and
there is the initial equipment cost. Coverage can be quite
limited depending upon the model and the service provider.
Local cellular companies can provide additional information.

Dedicated and Marine
Radios

Some dedicated SAR radios are quite expensive, requiring
the purchasing of special radios, crystals, and a license from
the FCC. Like CBs, they have limited range. Marine radios
are similar to hams but can only be used on water craft and
are generally not used in SAR.

The Phonetic Alphabet and
Morse Code

Sometimes, words or letters can not be understood properly
on the radio and must be spelled out using the phonetic
alphabet. Its primary purpose is to eliminate confusion be-
tween letters and numbers which have similar sounds (i.e.,
BCDEGPTV; AKJ; MN; QU; FS; two, three, five, nine).

The possibility of confusion increases significantly during
adverse operating conditions such as adjacent channel inter-
ference, high level of acoustic and electrical background
noise, poor audio quality (including inferior articulation),
fading, etc. Under these conditions more frequent use of the
phonetic code may be necessary. However, when there is no
interference of any kind and signals are perfectly readable,
phonetics can be eliminated except for difficult place names,
proper names, and unusual words. Regardless of the quality
of the circuit, phonetics should always be used for callsigns.
It is important to memorize the code thoroughly and to avoid
using substitute words. A number of phonetic alphabets have
been introduced to overcome this. The phonetics used by
NATO is the most widely accepted format (SeeTable K-2).
The other usages in Table K-2 may be helpful if you are
working with a non-standardized team or in a foreign country.

Morse code, though not commonly used today, is also in-
cluded in the phonetics Table K-2. In the Morse code there
also exist codes for numbers and punctuation (seeTable K-1).
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If the duration of a dot is taken to be one unit then the duration
of a dash is three units. The space between the components
of one character is one unit, between characters is three units
and between words seven units. To indicate that a mistake has
been made and for the receiver to delete the last word send
“........” (eight dots).

Morse Numbers and Punctuation
Number Morse Punctuation Morse

1 (WUN) . - - - - Full-stop (period) . - . - . -

2 (TOO) . . - - - Comma - - . . - -

3 (TREE) . . . - - Colon - - - . . .

4 (FOW-er) . . . . - Question Mark (query) . . - - . .

5 (FIFE) . . . . . Apostrophe . - - - - .

6 (SIX) - . . . . Hyphen - . . . . -

7 (SEV-en - - . . . Fraction bar - . . - .

8 (AIT) - - - . . Brackets (parentheses) - . - - . -

9 (NIN-er) - - - - . Quotation Marks . - . . - .

0 (ZE-RO) - - - - -

Table K-1. Morse Numbers and Punctuation.
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Morse Code and the Phonetic Alphabet

Letter Morse
American
English

US Navy
pre 1954

British (old) Ex Intl.
NATO &

International
American
(police)

Italian German

A . - Andrew Able Amsterdam Alfa Alfa (AL fah) Adam Ancona Anton

Ä . - . - Ärger

Á . - - . -

Å . - - . -

B - . . . Benjamin Baker Baltimore Bravo Bravo (BRAH-voh) Boy Bologna Berta

C - . - . Charlie Charlie Casablanca Coco Charlie (CHAR-lee) Charlie Como Cäsar

Ch - - - - Charlotte

D - . . David Dog Denmark Delta Delta (DELL-tah) David Domodossola Dora

E . Edward Easy Edison Echo Echo (ECK-oh) Edward Empoli Emil

É . . - . .

F . . - . Frederick Fox Florida Foxtrot Foxtrot (FOKS-trot) Frank Firenze Friedrich

G - - . George George Gallipoli Golf Golf (GOLF) George Genova Gustav

H . . . . Harry How Havana Hotel Hotel (hoh-TELL) Henry Hotel Heinrich

I . . Isaac Item Italy India India (IN-dee-ah) Ida Imola Ida

J . - - - Jack Jig Jerusalem Juliet Juliet (JEW-lee-ETT) John Jolly Julius

K - . - King King Kilogram Kilo Kilo (KEY-loh) King Kappa Kaufmann

L . - . . Lucy Love Liverpool Lima Lima (LEE-mah) Lincoln Livorno Ludwig

M - - Mary Mike Madagascar Metro Mike (MIKE) Mary Milano Martha

N - . Nelli Nan New York Nectar November (no-VEM-her) Nora Napoli Nordpol

Ñ - - . - -

O - - - Oliver Oboe Oslo Oscar Oscar (OSS-cah) Ocean Otranto Otto

Ö - - - . Ökkonom

P . - - . Peter Peter Paris Papa Papa (pah-PAH) Paul Padova Paula

Q - - . - Queenie Queen Quebec Quebec Quebec (Kwee-BECK) Queen Quarto Quelle

R . - . Robert Roger Roma Romeo Romeo (ROW-me-oh) Robert Roma Richard

S . . . Sugar Sugar Santiago Sierra Sierra (See-AIR-rah) Sam Savona Samuel

Sch Schule

T - Tommy Tare Tripoli Tango Tango (TANG-go) Tom Torino Theodor

U . . - Uncle Uncle Uppsala Union Uniform (YOU-nee-form) Union Udine Ulrich

Ü . . - - Übermut

V . . . - Victor Victor Valencia Victor Victor (VIK-tor) Victor Venezia Viktor

W . - - William William Washington Whisky Whisky (WISS-key) William Wagner Wilhelm

X - . . - Xmas X (eks) Xanthippe Extra X-ray (ECKS-ray) X-ray Xilofono Xanthippe

Y - . - - Yellow Yoke Yokohama Yankee Yankee (YANG-kee) Young York Ypsilon

Z - - . . Zebra Zebra Zürich Zulu Zulu (ZOO-loo) Zebra Zara Zeppelin

Table K-2. Morse Code and the Phonetic Alphabet.
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International
Maritime Signal Flags

The following flags are international signals used by ships at
sea. They can be used to spell out short messages, or more
commonly, used individually or in combination, they have
special meanings. Strung end-to-end, and hung bow to stern
from the rigging they are used to dress the ship for ceremonial
and festive occasions.

Maritime Signal Flags—Numeric Pennants

Figure K-1. Maritime Signal Flags
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L—you  should  stop, I have
something important to com-
municate

B—I am taking on or dis-
charging explosives

O—man overboard

P—The Blue Peter—All
aboard, vessel is about to pro-
ceed to sea. (At sea) your
lights are out or burning badly

Q—my vessel is healthy and I
request free practique

R—the way is off my ship.
You may feel your way past
me

S—My engines are going full-
speed astern

T—Do not pass ahead of me

K—you should stop your ves-
sel instantly

V—I require assistance

Y—I am carrying mails

Z—To be used to address
or call shore stations

Answering Pennant

Substitute Pennant # 1

Substitute Pennant # 2

Substitute Pennant # 3

U—You are standing into
danger

D—Keep clear of me, I am
manoeuvering with diffi-
culty

E—I am altering my course
to starboard

F—I am disabled, commu-
nicate with me

G—I require a pilot

H—I have a pilot on board

I—I am altering my course
to port

J—I  am going  to send a
message by semaphore

C—Affirmative M—I have a doctor on board

X—Stop carrying out your
intentions and watch for my
signals

W—I require medical as-
sistance

Maritime Signal Flags—Alphabetic

Figure K-2. Maritime Signal Flags

A—Diver Below (when
stationary); I am undergo-
ing a speed trial

N—No (negative)
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International Ground
Symbols

Communication with air rescuers can be performed by con-
structing international ground symbols, which are familiar to
most pilots. The symbols should be constructed with one foot
wide lines which are approximately 12 feet in height.

Figure K-3. Internation la ground symbols and their meanings.

All is well

Require doctor

Require medical supplies

Require food and water

Unable to proceed

Am proceeding in this direction

Indicate direction to proceed

Not understood

Yes

No

Safe to land here
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Notes:


